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P L AT F O R M

Print is
only the
beginning

Realize a New Way of Learning
The classroom has changed. More students than ever before are learning online. Combine an
award-winning platform that meets the challenges of digital learning with digital content designed to
engage students in the study of the past. Moving your classroom online is only the beginning
of what digital can do.

Digital Learning
on a Powerful
Platform
The award-winning Savvas
Realize™ learning management
system provides access to all
your content, assessments, and
digital tools for US History Interactive.
Customize, edit, and rearrange
content. Assign homework
and assessments. Lead a virtual
civic discussion board. See
what Realize can do for you at
Savvas.com/Realize.
Easy-to-use and easy-to-access,
Savvas Realize works with all IMS
Global® Certified LMS and exclusively
integrates Google Classroom™.
It’s easy to roster your school
information system (SIS) and integrate
US History Interactive with the
LMS you’re already using.

SavvasRealize.com
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Username: SS_Interactive Password: SavvasLearning1
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TOPIC RESOURCES

Bring Online Resources
to a New Level

With the Realize™ digital
course and eText, you’ll find
everything you need to
take your classroom beyond
the textbook. Follow these
step-by-step instructions
to discover what digital
resources await you and your
students. Start from the
Topic Table of Contents.

1
Click Topic Opener: World War II for
digital activities and video to introduce
the topic to your students.
Jump-start inquiry-based learning with
Quest Projects for each topic.
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Form a personal
connection to content
with exclusive NBC Learn™
My Story Video that
features current events
and historic news reports.

Bridge the past and the
present with Hook & Inspire!
Connections to Today
teaching suggestions from
pop culture, media,
music, films, and more.

Give context to history
with the Timeline Activity.
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Add inquiry to your classroom with Quest
Topic Inquiry projects. Access student
instructions, contracts, rubrics, project trackers,
and more. Help students practice real-world
skills while using social studies skills and content.

Launch the topic on
pages 670 (Survey) and
390 (Reconstruction)
in your print Student
Edition.

Spark inquiry with Essential
Questions for every topic.

Access premium Listenwise®
current events for every topic and
get new podcasts every day.

Help students practice close
reading and document-based
writing with the Primary Source
and Reading Guide workbook.
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LESSON RESOURCES

1

3

Each topic is divided into multiple
lessons to study content in
bite-sized pieces. Select Lesson 3:
The United States Enters World War II
to get started.

Content for All Students

2
Use a start-up bellringer activity
to introduce the lesson, then dive into
content with the eText, flipped
lesson video, digital interactives, and
interactive primary sources.

Everyone has a different learning style. Engage ALL students in the study of the past with exciting
digital resources for each lesson – hip-hop songs, videos, audio, interactives, and more!

1

Flip through the lesson
starting on page 693 (Survey)
and page 413 (Reconstruction)
in your print Student Edition.

3
Project Imagine immersive experiences
bring the past to life. Be part of history
with engaging resources, like the role
play activity, and study the past through
multiple perspectives.

continued on pgs. 8-9
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LESSON RESOURCES

4

Content for
All Students
continued

5
Assess student learning with a
lesson quiz that provides remediation
suggestions for students.
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Support struggling readers.
The lesson summaries (available in
Spanish and English) with audio
are easy-to-read highlights for
students to review or preview content.
For struggling readers, the leveled
lesson summary (available in
Spanish and English) is written two
reading levels below. You can also
access the leveled lesson summary
from the Realize Reader™ eText.

Access additional resources
from within US History Interactive –
including hip-hop history songs,
primary sources, biographies,
and more.
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TOPIC ASSESSMENT
Discover print assessments
starting on page 745
(Survey) and 465
(Reconstruction) in the
Student Edition.

1

1
Click on Topic Closer: World War II
to see resources that will help students
synthesize and demonstrate
their understanding of the content.

Assess
Student
Learning

Click on Topic Assessments:
World War II to find multiple
assessment options for students.
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2

Each topic concludes
with multiple options for
student assessment.

In the Topic Closer folder, you’ll have
access to review resources and a
synthesis activity. Help students inform
the future with the Connections to
Today: Take Action activity.

3
2
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For each topic you will find
differentiated levels of topic
assessment to assign to your
students. Each topic test comes
Below Level, On Level, and
Above Level so you can reach
students at their level.
All topics are available on
Realize, so they’re easy to
assign and grade.
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REALIZE READER ETEXT

1

3

To access your Realize Reader eText,
click eText on the top header.

2
Easily access any topic within
the eText using the clickable Table of
Contents on the left.

Your Digital
Student Edition

3
The point-of-use Leveled Lesson
Summary helps struggling readers
understand content.

Online, offline, anytime. Use the Realize Reader™ eText to assign
reading activities and assignments to students.
1

4

The app for Chrome™ and iPad® lets
students complete assignments with
or without an Internet connection.

Students can answer all
questions from the textbook in the
Realize Reader Notebook.
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TEACHER RESOURCES

1
To find your topic teacher resources, go
to a topic folder and select the Teacher
Resources dropdown on the right.
Here you will find the Teacher Edition
eText for the topic, the answer key
for the topic, and the Project Imagine
primary sources found within the topic.

All the Resources You
Need to Go Digital
The wraparound Teacher Edition is only the beginning.
Find even more teaching support on the Realize™ Digital Course.

2
Within each folder in Realize, you can
access additional teacher resources from
the dropdown on the right. For each
lesson, there is an answer key, editable
PowerPoint® presentation, and eText.

Create a Playlist to provide
students with your
own custom combination
of content and activities.
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Discover More
Digital Resources
Savvas.com/us-history-interactive
Savvas Realize™ lets you easily search for digital content to customize
lessons and make assignments. Use the search bar to find:
• Biographies
• Atlases
• And more!

Savvas.com
800-848-9500
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• Graphic Organizers
• Primary Sources
• Landmark Supreme Court Cases

Join the Conversation
@SavvasLearning

Get Fresh Ideas for Teaching
Blog.Savvas.com

